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Above The Clouds, There Is Always The Sun

In this essay, Avatar Adi Da uses poetic metaphor to describe the unique function of His human Incarnation and the liberating relationship He offers to everyone. Freedom from suffering and limitation as a presumed separate “self” is Avatar Adi Da’s Divine and “En-Light-ening” Gift.

My Avatarically here-Given Bodily (Human) Divine Form Is Your Unique Advantage.

My Avatarically here-Given Bodily (Human) Divine Form Is The By-Me-Given Graceful Means For Your Purification and Transformation, and (Ultimately) For Your Most Perfect (and Most Perfectly ego-Transcending) Transcendental Spiritual Realization Of My Divine Self-Condition and Domain Of Person.

Thus, My Avatarically here-Given Bodily (Human) Divine Form Gives You A Profound (and Entirely Non-Abstract) Focus For Your Responsive Devotional (and Whole bodily, or Total psycho-physical) Turning To Me—A Focus That Inherently Deals Directly With the Total body-mind, Because My Own Divinely-Avatarically-Born Body-Mind Is (Effectively, Now, and Forever Hereafter) here-Present To You, Exactly In Your Kind. . . .

Your Previous (ego-Patterned) “experiencing” and Your Previous (ego-Patterned) Development Of Acquired Tendencies Is (As A Totality) What automatically Controls (and limits) Your psycho-physical Faculties* . . .

Indeed, the “world” itself (or The Collective Of Humankind, and The Collective Of Natural events) Always (automatically, and Via elemental Forces and sympathies) Controls The psycho-physical Faculties Toward Darkness and Denseness—even In The Midst Of The (Inherently Benighted) Effort (Of Humankind) To Make All Of This Into A “Paradise”. The conditional Domain Is Not (and Can Never Be) A “Paradise”.

That Is Why I Call You To Realize Me—Avatarically Self-Revealed To here, Divinely Free-Standing Above and Beyond All Of This.

* The four psycho-physical faculties of the body-mind are body, emotion (or feeling), mind (or attention), and breath.
Above the clouds, There Is Always The Sun—Forever Free Of Earthly weather.
By Tendency, You Are Always Looking At the local weather, and Not At The Sun Itself.
That Is What egoity Is About—Always Suffering the changes Of The local Patterning
That Is the body-mind-“self” In its egoic Bondage.

Instead, You Must (In every moment) Turn To Me, Avatarically here-Manifested In
Bodily (Human) Divine Form—and You Must Do This Forever, Such That (Ultimately)
You Become An egoless Participant In The Conscious Light (or The weatherless
Divine and Perfect Sun) Of My Supreme Divine Avataric Gift Of Most Perfect Divine
En-Light-enment.

Means Of My Avatarically Given Divine Transcendental Spiritual Grace) To Be Most
Perfectly Realized.
The Condition To Be (Thus) Realized Is Always Already Above and Beyond the
Always Merely local weather—for I Am Not Something Inward To the ego and its
Acquired Patterning.

I Am Not “Located” In The Core Of Your Suffering smallness, Below, In The
weathering Dark.

The weather (Made By ego) here Can Darken all-and-All—Such That It May Seem To
You There Is No Divine (and Perfectly Conscious) Light At All.
Nevertheless, In The True Practice Of Devotional Turning To Me, There Is No
weather—Ever.

This (here) is “weather-all-the-time”-land.
Time is weather.
And the body-mind-complex is Always weathered—to the ego’s Quick.

Nevertheless, If You Will Live By Always Turning the Total body-mind To My
Divinely-Avatarically-Born Bodily (Human) Divine Form and Person, You Will (Thus, In
Due Course) Literally Incorporate My “Brightness”, Making Me The One and Only
Condition—even Of the body-mind-complex and its “world”.

By Always Turning To My Divinely-Avatarically-Born Bodily (Human) Divine Form
and Person, You Make This By-Me-Avatarically-Given Divine “Brightening” Process
Possible—to Begin, and To Go On, and (Ultimately) To Become Perfect.
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